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March 2020.  The COVID-19 virus spread is taking threatening proportions and internationalising. 

Week 1 of March2020:  Governments all over Europe take measures, mostly of ‘we strongly advice’ nature. 

March 11th, the WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic; 1st fatal case in Belgium. 

Week 2 of March2020: Governments all over the World take measures, mostly of ‘we impose’ nature.  

Individuals, families, communities and nations start a massive Change Journey. The Belgian Authorities 

‘address’ and ‘adapt’ for a first time. (see blogpost nr2) 

Friday 13th of March: Strict containment measures are imposed. 

Week 3 of March2020:  Thursday 18th of March: Belgian Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ a second time. 

Friday 20th of March: Belgium implements a ‘light’  borders’ closing (only people; not cargo) 

Week 4 of March 2020:  Belgium Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ a third time. The messaging changes: “for 

now not stricter measures but the same strict measures for longer times. (I.e. we will be in the phase of 

protecting the integrity of people, assets and processes for a longer timeframe – see previous blogs.  

Authorities worldwide move to exploring and experimenting in the domain of finance & fiscal policy (not yet 

on business & industry): intense talks and decision making on ECB and national loans & bridging loans. Lots of 

‘exploring+experimenting’ going on in the field of supply of COVID-tests.  (these are Step3 activities). First 
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major new accomplishments realised: Mask supplies arrived (a Step 3 activity). More need to arrive in a 

predictable+sustainable way ( = ‘anchoring’ , a Step 4 activity). 

Friday 26/03, 15 days and 353 deaths after the 1st fatal case in Belgium: announcement of clarification of 

intensity and duration of change management measures. No unnecessary moving around anymore. Leisure 

activities are limited to walking, bicycling, jogging + need to happen in your own neighbourhood + need to 

return to base after exercising. All this to May 3rd, i.e.  the end of week 6 after the Day 1 of the Measures. 

(again, a lot of Step 2 activities = ‘adapt’) 

 

But enough data. Let’s start, again, with something positive.  The great cartoon below is from the 

Artsenkrant/Journal du Médecin of last Friday.   

 

 

My point, with regards to these blogs, is that – also when it comes to change dragons – many have to do with 

wanting to do the good thing whilst inadvertedly or unconsciously influencing the progress to the after-

change period. So, yes, we all inadvertently invite the dragons once in a while. That is not a problem.  The 

point being, let us just help each other to limit the impact of them.  
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Blogpost #4 ter: This blogpost is the third and final side-step in the series. Today we look in to how to 

chase away dragons.  

We have progressed so much. Now we don’t 

want our change gains to get into reverse i.e. 

relapses, or to suffer from standstills, now do 

we?  

For remember ‘dragons’ is really just a 

nickname that we use because some things 

are inherent to change (e.g. the threatening of 

certain personal integrities, the creation of 

new inequalities, the fostering of anxieties and 

fear by the uncertainty itself).  So no there are 

not ‘dragon people’ and no ‘dragon slayers’.  

What is true is that certain behaviours that we 

manifest in reaction to disruptive change -  

either at the individual level, or group/team 

level, unit level or organisation level -  can 

invite ‘change monsters’ i.e.  ‘dragons’ to 

come out…  

For simplicity of communication let’s remember the following:  

What is it?  

Change dragons are behaviours  - individual or collective - that set back the progress to the post-change era. 

At macro level :  

 “Change dragons are behaviours that set back  

the progress towards the post-change era” 

 

At micro level :  

“Change dragons are behaviours that prevent us, ourselves,  

 moving from one step in the change transit curve to a next step 

in the transit curve.”   
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Today I want to dwell a bit on the following:  

1. Groupthink vs Common Sense 

2. Confusion vs Clarity 

3. Unfair Perceptions regarding individuals’ transit times 

4. Power to Start versus Power to Stop. 

 

 

1. Groupthink versus Common Sense. Or not?  

I was studying economics in 1984.  There was a course on decision making.  I still remember the professor 

introducing the notion of “The Abilene Paradox”.   

 

“People will agree in groups to things 

 that they each individually consider stupid.” 

(The Abilene Paradox, Jerry B. Harvey, 1974) 

(version Prof. Van Acoleyen, 1984) (see also the SIDE BOX on this paradox and the story) 
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SIDE BOX : THE ABYLENE PARADOX   

The Abilene paradox 

The term was introduced by management expert Jerry B. Harvey in his 1974 article "The Abilene 

Paradox: The Management of Agreement".[3] (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abilene_paradox)   

It is defined as… 

“A circumstance where a group of individuals agree to a course of action based on the theory it is 
best for the group, despite going against the preferences of members of the group. This occurs 
when individuals feel their objections are not strong enough to support changing the minds of 
others in their group. Commonly referred to as "rocking the boat". (Read more: 
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/Abilene-paradox.html )  
 
 
The story 

On a hot afternoon visiting in Coleman, Texas, the family is comfortably playing dominoes on a porch, 
until the father-in-law suggests that they take a trip to Abilene [53 miles (85 km) north] for dinner. The 
wife says, "Sounds like a great idea." The husband, despite having reservations because the drive is long 
and hot, thinks that his preferences must be out-of-step with the group and says, "Sounds good to me. I 
just hope your mother wants to go." The mother-in-law then says, "Of course I want to go. I haven't been 
to Abilene in a long time."  

The drive is hot, dusty, and long. When they arrive at the cafeteria, the food is as bad as the drive. They 
arrive back home four hours later, exhausted.  

One of them dishonestly says, "It was a great trip, wasn't it?" The mother-in-law says that, actually, she 
would rather have stayed home, but went along since the other three were so enthusiastic. The husband 
says, "I wasn't delighted to be doing what we were doing. I only went to satisfy the rest of you." The wife 
says, "I just went along to keep you happy. I would have had to be crazy to want to go out in the heat like 
that." The father-in-law then says that he only suggested it because he thought the others might be 
bored.  

The group sits back, perplexed that they together decided to take a trip which none of them wanted. They 
each would have preferred to sit comfortably, but did not admit to it when they still had time to enjoy the 
afternoon.  

 
Never happened in your MT? your staff meeting?  Call me! I have a bottle of wine here for you !   

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abilene_paradox#cite_note-Harvey-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abilene_paradox
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/Abilene-paradox.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coleman,_Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominoes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abilene,_Texas
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It is a well-known phenomenon in power meetings such as Management Meetings, Board Meetings, C-

meeting (the CEO’s group) that sometimes, the dynamics in the meeting unfold in a way as that ‘decision 

blue’ comes out as the decision.   

Then the meeting finishes and as everybody gets home a majority of those present wonder: “How did that 

happen? I, for one, do not agree that this is the best way forward”.  

If this happens in times of continuity there is no big problem. Feedback from the field or from the customers 

will very soon point out what is wrong with the decision. However in times of disruption –major 

restructurings, natural disasters or Corona - the setback this creates on change progress could be more 

significant.  For example if this is a decision on a guideline from a government body or local authority taken at 

a moment when timing is of the essence. At the surface it will look as if a courageous, crisp and clear decision 

was taken. But at the implementation level buy-in will erode as soon as people notice that the solution is 

either not working properly, or addressing side problems instead of core problems, or that the solution is not 

sustainable (e.g. for lack of resources to match the ambition of the decision). 

Ambivalence at the decision making level is creating ambiguity at the 

implementation level.  

Or, the other way around. The Group taking the decision has gotten lured 

into a decision that is ambiguous in itself. Then ambiguity at the top is 

creating ambivalence at the base. . 

In both cases precious time will be lost. Progress to Steps 3 and 4 of the 

Clocks suffer setback of standstill.  

Dragons love ambivalence. For them ambivalence is like hiding in the shade. 

Is like moving around from shadow zone to shadow zone. Dragons love 

ambiguity. It is like junk food to them.  

 

Funny enough, in these Corona times, I have observed also 

the opposite.  

“Individual will consider as common 

sense for themselves 

things 

they would consider stupid as for the 

community.”  

 

In all countries everyone seems to agree at society or 

community level that gatherings of more than 2à3 people 

and unnecessary trips are not a good idea in this climbing 

SIDE BOX : AMBIVALENCE AND 

AMBIGUITY : THE  DRAGON 

TWINS.   

As nouns the difference 

between ambivalence and 

ambiguity is that ambivalence 

is the coexistence of opposing 

attitudes or feelings (such as 

love and hate) towards a 

person, object or idea while 

ambiguity is (countable) 

something, particularly words 

and sentences, that is open to 

more than one interpretation, 

explanation or meaning, if that 

meaning etc cannot be 

determined from its context. 

(WikiDiff)  
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phase of the pandemic.  It seems societal common sense to not do it and therefor stupid to do it. Yet at 

individual level some of them will nonetheless go to picnic in the parks, drive to see their girl friend or 

grandparent or move in hurried packs in the underground.  Because, they argue,  “I know what I am doing….”; 

“I know my body, I am strong…” “I know the person I am driving to, she is not sick…” “This is just common 

sense to me …”, “I can figure it out for myself, thank you.”  

An inversion of the Abilene paradox. I can’t immediately think of similar ‘inversions’ in business life except one 

clear case.  But maybe I have not payed attention enough.    

 

2. Confusion vs Clarity 

Dragons don’t like the light.  Light, illumination, inspiration, can be created from Transparency and Clarity.  

Transparency for example from collecting more data. Transparency for example by coming clean about one’s 

intentions. Very important when there is a huge power gap between those at the decision making end and 

those at the implementation/affected end. Transparency for example when it comes to saying “that we don’t 

know” or “that we don’t know at this point”.   

However as my book on Leadship (The Summa, 2014) clearly states: Transparency is not enough.  

P119: Summa Principle #22 

“It is not because things are transparent 

 that they are clear.”  

P120 : Summa Quote #12 

“Transparency without Perspective 

is nothing but a puzzle, 

 no more than a mental maze.” 

 

Especially in times of disruptive change, because of personal concerns, anxieties and fears, people have a 

more difficult time to absorb data, absorb the full story.  Just dumping large amounts of data, relentless flows 

of information, will not help to get you where you want to get (which is Step 3: Exploring & Experimenting).  

Somebody has to bring CLARITY in all the info shared. What does this info mean? What can we take from 

these data (or timelines if an M&A acquisition or a factory closure/expansion)? What should we not take from 

these data?  

Somebody has to give perspective to the pieces of the puzzle that appear on TV, in the media, on the internet.  

During restructurings too. It’s dangerous when nobody offers regular clarity whilst many the puzzle pieces 

that are being thrown around each lunch time across the cafeteria and many other pieces each evening time 

on the parking lot, or after hours on WhatsApp.  

It must be said - and sorry but I am not informed enough to make observation on other countries here - but 

the Belgian government has done this excellently.  They applied the pages from the ‘Good Change Practice’ 
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handbook. Early on, on Friday the 13th: crisp and clear, non-ambiguous decisions. Daily, on communication: 

daily giving meaning to data and daily giving perspective to data by experts and ministers.  And if, once in a 

while, a shadow side was unfolding, aiming to shed light on it asap.  Thereby giving baby dragons no chance to 

develop into cohesion devouring monsters.  

How is this at your MT or other team? Lots of Transparency? Lots of Clarity? Enough of both? Not enough of 

both? Help each other. Don’t go to Abilene. Don’t feed the dragons.  

 

3. Unfair a/o unproductive perceptions regarding transit times 

I hope that the aware reader has by now been able to observe in her context the presence of multiple ‘change 

transit curves’.  Now here is a catch. A catch that can invite a baby dragon if not handled well.  

 

Illustration 29:  The transit curve for 1 individual person. Following T0, Time of impact of the adversity item, the person 

will migrate anti-clockwise until new/renewed commitment to the new reality. (© Geri G. Brouwers; booklet ‘On 

Change’; 2014) 

Let us look at what happens in a single individual first.  Imagine a top football player in a high intensity/high 

stakes match.  In minute 63 he gets a yellow card.  By a referee’s mistake (as video images will show later.  

The first seconds he can’t believe this happened. He didn’t do nothing.  This is totally uncalled for, totally 

unfair. This is not happening, not to him. His record shows him to be a very ‘clean’ player.  He fumes at it. 

Rage is coming up in him. Fortunately his fellow players drag him away from the face of the referee in 

seconds. Then he settles down. He is a pro. He will not let this get to him. The whole world is watching this 

game. I will not let this incident ruin my game. He says to himself: “I am bigger than this.” And he re-engages 

into the remaining 27 minutes.  This is an example of a change transit curve taking 1’30”.  

Any non-pro, less experienced player will have been more destabilised by that. Maybe even have had to be 

taken of the field by the trainer.   That would have a change transit curve taking 27 minutes and more.  
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Now take the other extreme. A person losing a beloved partner in 6 months to a rapid destructive pancreas 

cancer. With no time to come to terms to it, no time to say decent goodbyes.  In case like these the transit 

curve can take 10 years.  Anything really, even a life time.  

Imagine all these individual transit curves happening to all 3250 persons in your administration, all 8248 

colleagues at your university hospital.  

It is obvious that – at least initially – people will be all over the place.  For some are extremely motivated but 

struggling with the containment measures (e.g. single mothers still at work but with children at home). Some 

are very OK with the containment measures but frustrated or bored that way too few working instructions are 

coming from the organisation.  See the next slide.  

 

Illustration #30: In a team of say 10 persons, all persons are likely to transit through the change transit curve at 

different speeds. Hence occupying different ‘positions’ vis-à-vis the change at many moments.  

Now here comes the thing. What we don’t want is people moving from   ‘not being aware of each other’s 

curves’    to     ‘people not understanding each other’s curves’    to people  ‘blaming each other’s for 

their position in the curves’    to   ‘progress from shock to success being stalled or relapsed by these 

dynamics’.  
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Illustration #31: If not managed, the different positionings vis-à-vis the change can create unfair and unproductive 

perceptions or sentiments. Examples : “reckless ones”, “laggards”, “conservatives”, “prudent ones”, voluntaristic ones”, 

Don Quichotes”,  “Collaborators”, etc..; 

 

 

 

 
Illustration #32:  Humans don’t transit through their multiple curves in a linear fashion. Rather all progress happens 

with retreats (voluntary) or relapses (involuntary) to previous phases.  
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We want to help each other to move to next steps, not get in the way of that.  

Classical examples can be witnessed during integration from major M&A’s.  

 Sometimes people who see themselves in the address/coming to terms phase blame people who are 

already hailing the new vision, the new mission, the new strategies, the new Senior Management as 

the best thing that could happen…. They see them as faking, or posturing, or opportunists, or ‘political 

animals, or whatever.  

 Vice versa, people who are very early seeking to be engaged in the new matters, sometimes see the 

others as ‘laggards’, people ‘dragging their feet’,  selfish, obstructive, not cooperative etc.  

 Similar tensions can happen between people or groups still struggling to ‘address what exactly is 

happening/has happened’ and people/groups who are already throwing themselves into ‘exploration 

and  experimentation’ 

 The first group will be yelling (as a matter of speaking) at the second group “Can’t you read the data? 

Can you just stick to the facts and figures, please?  (e.g.: we only have 23.455 FFP2 mouth masks, 

5622 ventilators and 45326 test kits for the whole of the NY Metropolitan Area? (fictitious example). 

Can’t you see what is happened? Say it! Say what you see! “ 

 The latter groups doesn’t want to hear any of it. “We at least are DOING something. We have decided 

to work with what we have. What are you guys doing? Talking and analysing and talking and 

analysing. You’d better move your buts!!  Do something! Anything!! 

Most often these are baby dragons trying to get some food left or right. It is quite easy to prevent them to 

evolve into serious change monsters that will set your progression back for weeks.  Or to prevent them 

causing a real realisation to relapse, thereby forcing you to have another set of ‘Three Clocks’ to start again.  

But we, have to be aware. This too is an (individual) competency and an (organisational) capability.   

“In change 

awareness of where others/groups are 

 in the change transit curves 

 is both an individual competency 

 and an organisational capability.”  

 

Imagine that in societies at large, or in total continents like Europe different sub communities would start to 

behave counter productively just because ‘the other ones’ are at other positions in the transit curves 

 Blue collars workers wondering why they haven’t heard too much regarding their fate whereas 

industrial groups seeming to talk directly with ministers regarding solutions. (workers vs corporations) 

 Gig workers wondering what exactly their position now is in the ‘crisis food chain’ whilst watching on 

television what protective measures are taken to keep banks going. (gig vs giant) 
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 Continuity of food and grocery supplies for hospital staff working double 

shifts versus unemployed persons versus the group of elderly being de 

facto ‘grounded’ at home. (front-line vs non front-line) 

 One country in Europe being in a position to move to solutions (e.g. 

Switzerland having the best reserves/stockpiles of almost everything whilst 

Madrid is scrambling and scratching for essentials and not even thinking 

about the days or years when the will be stockpiling for the next epidemic. 

(country vs country) 

 How many elderly are like my father-in-low?  No PC/Tablet or smartphone 

and no bank cards, whilst the food retail store is just one level below him (in the same building) but 

not accepting cash.. And his legs don’t allow him to walk to a bank 300 meters further in the village.  

How many of senior citizens are there like this? Where are they - emotionally – it the curve versus 

some young top scientists who are now told they can unleash all their IQ capacities and instruments 

capacities without worrying about financial/budgetary consequences for now. (NB: no worries, we are 

taking good care of him …  )  

 

 
Illustration #33:  Even at societal level the fact that different sub groups might transit at different speeds carries the risk 

of calling in certain ‘dragons’.  

 

 

So, for what it is worth, I personally have faith that we will make a big step forward to progress to what 

Jeremy Rifkin calls “The Empathic Civilisation”.   At the condition that we all hone our deep listening skills in 

this demanding period.  

(ref: The Empathic Civilisation. The race to global consciousness in a world in crisis. Polity Press. 2009) (a very inspiring book  ) 
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Consequences on this for your leadship & teamship:  

IF you are leading then there are consequences for your leadship.  

As I describe in The Summa :  

 

“When the leadship is too far ahead of the curves 

the people will feel ‘lack of credibility’  “ 

and 

“When the leadship is too far behind the curves, 

people will feel distrust.” 

 

 

What do I mean?  

Disclaimer: all examples are purely fictitious. I am neither an expert, nor have contacts with expert groups. I am 

not working in the medical front line, nor have I any contacts with persons working today in the medical front 

line.  All examples only serve one purpose: to inspire people to migrate from ‘the arrival point of adversity’ to 

the ‘arrival point of accomplishment’.   

Imaging a lead person in an organisation talking in terms of “We are getting through the worst. We must 

concentrate on the next future now. We were the best before. I want all of us to focus on being the best again. 

Let us all move forward now…”   (I could write dozens of examples like this, some about factories, some about 

schools, some about sport clubs, some about countries. But I think you can do that too.)   

If his fellowmen or her colleagues are still trying to figure out what exactly is the scope and scale of what we 

are trying to adapt to, those kind of leadship behaviours will be met with ‘lack of credibility’. And gaps in 

leadship credibility risk inviting change dragons of the types of ‘disconnecting’,  ‘frenzy’, ‘excessive risk taking’, 

‘lip service’, ‘double tongue speaking’ , ‘hiding evidence’ etc.  The antidotes are clear:  collecting data, facing 

inconvenient truths, creating clarity, finding ‘bright spots’ (things that do work in other places), finding 

‘+feelings’ (humour, examples of modified successful behaviours), ‘playing with perspectives’, etc.  

Sport teams in general do this very well.  You can hear them say in nearly every interview: “Sure we would love 

to be national champion at the end of the season, but what counts now it the next game.”. Or “Sure we want 

to get as far as we can in the Champions league. But for now only the next match matters.”  Or, “Of course our 

riders team ambition is the yellow jersey in Paris. But today, the only thing that matters is to get through 

today’s mountain étappe.”.   Attentive readers will notice that this is a nice variation to the “2 o’clock 

tool/technique: Focus on what you do control”.    
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4. Power to Start versus Power to Stop. 

This is a very common change dragon.   

It can be baby, it can be a junior, it can become a beast. 

I encountered it for the first time during a major restructuring in 2001.  Maybe I was in unawareness until 

then.  (You will remember: “Awareness is a pre-condition to Action”  ) . 

Often, in change, people believe you have to show courage, drive, speed, entrepreneurship, action, initiative, 

boldness, decisiveness,  etc EARLY on.  All these goodies that work well in times of continuity. All these 

goodies that have advanced our own career. All these goodies that have made our firm/organisation so 

successful. 

So, what happens next is that all these good people start taking action. Launch new initiatives. Get going.  

Both top-down and bottom-up. 

Top-down we know very well what tends to happens: we get instructions from headquarters/head office to 

produce, complete and submit any of the below (depending on the nature of the change) 

 New Playbooks, road books 

 New/additional spreadsheets (on anything and everything from financial risk mitigation to HR stats) 

 New/additional  Delegation-of-Authority rules  

 New/additional  protocols 

 New/additional  situation reviews 

 New/additional  status updates 

 Etc etc 

On top of that, for work that cannot be done solo, many of us are called into  

 Task forces  

 Steering committees 

 Risk assessment groups or risk management groups 

 Ad hoc audits 

 Contingency plan groups 

 Communication Steering group / Communication & spokesperson action handling team 

 Etc etc  

 

Bottom-up we also know very well what tends to happen  

Initiatives that were in previous times prepared and presented to management but then discarded (as ‘not a 

priority’, ‘not interesting’, not ‘now is the right time’, not ‘a clear return on investment’, not ‘I like’ etc  re-

surface.  

Ideas that were not favoured in the previous context somehow find their way again to the discussion table.  

Things that were neglected or put on hold or left to themselves (like refilling stocks/resources) now come to 

the fore again.  
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Creative, inventive, entrepreneurial people quickly come up with ideas and demo’s on Slack, Yammer, 

WhatsApp, etc.  

A wave of new feedback and hearsay is coming up because of course all customers and contractors are feeling 

the same urge to adapt. They copy your drive to take action, and make sure that - as every major change 

creates new ‘winners’ and new ‘losers’ -  they can be the winners or at least side with the winners.  “Never 

waste a good crisis” is the saying, isn’t it…? 

 

What happens next is less familiar territory for  - pardon me the expression -  less seasoned 

change managers.   

People get overwhelmed. Teams get overwhelmed.  Entire units get overwhelmed.  

 

How can this happen?  

Already in times of continuity many organisations are ‘understaffed by intent’. To contain fixed costs rising or 

to maintain agility on the ‘bottom line’ (profits/losses), up to 15% of workload is contracted out or covered by 

(seasonal/temporary) overtime.  After T0 = the arrival of the Adversity event, these 85%  in-house workers for 

100% workload are confronted with say a 20% extra work demanded by HQ and a say 15% increase in 

spontaneous initiatives from the basis.  

Once upon a time I thought, being the leader I thought I was, that I could solve this by providing clear 

priorities, setting clear timelines, and communicating both priorities and timelines very often.  

A change dragon blew me off course.  

Why?  Because of a very human “Power Paradox”  

What is the Power Paradox?  

Especially when the mandated leader likes to operate via inspiration, envisioning, motivation etc the result is a 

climate of empowerment.  So, the people who feel em-powered get on with it. They start taking new 

initiatives because “they feel the power to decide so and do so has been delegated to them…” 

Then when they get overloaded, overburdened, management intervenes in a rational/functional way. “IF you 

can’t meet these new demands – the demands from HQ and the new initiatives – then you have to drop some 

stuff…”    Sometimes – and I for one have been guilty of that – you will hear things like “I don’t care. Postpone 

things, cancel things, do some stuff at minimum, whatever. You know your work best. …”  

Respecting the ‘great leader’ and wishing to be loyal, constructive, brave etc  the colleagues say yes and walk 

away.  If they lead teams they are now going to their teams and repeat the message.  These team members  

also want to be loyal, inspired, brave, constructive, so they also say “Yes, sure. Let’s get on with it…” 

Until someone wants to cancel the monthly trial report featuring number of newly recruited patients. 

Until the ICT department wants to cut back on service levels to field staff.   
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Until someone in finance wants to stop making the standard weekly inventory reports.   

NB the ICT dept. wanted to do that because now they are involved with pan European risk management.             

And the Finance dept. wanted to do that to free up time to make more cash flow simulations). 

Then questions come up like  

 “Are you sure we can actually NOT make that trial report? (meaning no longer monthly but only 

quarterly). Did the US actually approve that? Did the Principal Investigator actually authorised that?  

Will this not create an SOP failure if ever the reimbursement dossier goes to the authorities?” 

  “How can we not support people who do field work? Did Mr. Brouwers actually approve that?  Do you 

have a mail from him to prove that?  (For sometimes he changes his mind   ).  

 “Did the Global Supply Chain Management approve us not making the regular/habitual weekly 

inventory report? Are they aware? I don’t have the authority to do so all by myself. And I don’t want to 

have that exposure on me.” 

 

And … we go back to where we were.  Not just in the real world but also in the transit curve.  

The Power Paradox is that the very same people who feel they have the power to START new 

initiatives feel that they don’t have the power to STOP existing priorities/protocols/routines. 

Put bluntly (and hence, reduced to simplicity) 

In a company, EVEN in times of change, often EVERYBODY can START a new process/project/initiative but only 

the mandated persons (GM/MD/CEO/secretary general) can STOP processes/projects that were routine or 

that were budgeted in times of continuity. 

 

“ In an organisation in change 

anybody can start a change initiative, 

yet often only the mandated person 

can stop a continuity habit.”  

 

Failing to see this is for me a leadship mistake. That I made myself a few times.  

For failing to see this will drive you people into exhaustion. The most motivated ones  

first.  
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In conclusion:  

We - and I can only speak for Belgium when it comes to Corona - are doing many things right in 

the first two phases: the ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ phase.  

 We do recognise that it takes time and efforts, meaning deep listening and frequent 

repetition for each and all to get going through their several transit curves. The 1 

o’clock tool/technique of “Face The Phases” 

 We do stimulate – from all I hear from companies – people to focus on what they do control and to 

minimize time on things of interest. The 2 o’clock tool/technique of “Checking Your Circles.”  

 We are, and this can be seen on television daily, looking into this adversity from different angles. The 

3 o’clock tool/technique of “Playing The Perspectives”.  

 The population has, en masse, as can be witnessed on social media, been sharing ‘plus feelings’ = 

“+feelings”.  The 4 o’clock tool/technique: in the adversity “Find a +feeling”. 

 Across the globe, most spectacularly in relation to our first lines of defence i.e. mouth masks, 

ventilators and test, everybody has been hunting for ideas on realisations that previously might be 

discarded as ‘impossible’ /’can’t be done’.  The 5 o’clock tool/technique of “Bring in Bright Spots” 

 And yes, we have had setbacks. Sure do. But especially scientists and some authorities too have been 

using them to learn fast, very fast. The 6 o’clock tool of “Bad Days Are Good Data”.  

 

 

Illustration #34:  As we discussed before, people, teams, units have several change transit curves going on at the same 

time.  So for some matters you will use the Step 1 = ADDRESS tools with your teams, for other matters use will use 

more Step 2 = ADAPT tools.  In any case it helps to be mindful about the Phases and the Steps.  And to build 

competences in using all of them. 
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In the last 3 blogs we have side stepped from the “Three Clocks” approach to 

look into some change dragons.  When and where they love to show up from 

the shadows during our shared change transit curves.  For we don’t want our 

change pains to be for nothing, do we? For we don’t want our change gains 

to relapse, now do we?   No, we want these dragons, babies or beasts, to 

go back to where they belong, and rest there until another major disruptions lures them out… 

And we want to get back to make the change work for the good !! 

 

More, soon!   Enjoy reflecting. Enjoy contributing. Geri.  

Geri G. Brouwers  

bro@meta-meta-be | 0032-476-43.30.31  
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